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!  Stock and flow—the basis of system dynamics 

!  Stocks 

!  Flows and control variables 

Outline 
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Stock and Flow—The Basis of System 
Dynamics 

Section A 



!  Want to bring causal loop diagrams to 
life by turning them into computer 
simulations 

!  Simulation equations are more orderly 
when one has defined stocks and flows 

What Is Stock and Flow Modeling? 
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Causal Loop Diagrams Say “These Things Are Related,” Stock and Flow Says 
How They Are Related 

!  Bad plan 
!  Make no categorical distinction 

between concept of births, 
deaths, population 

!  Good plan 
!  See that population is durable 
!  One is being born, dying for only 

seconds 
•  Birth is an inflow rate 
•  Death is an outflow rate 
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Causal Loop Diagrams Say “These Things Are Related,” Stock and Flow Says 
How They Are Related 

!  CLD makes it hard to instruct 
computer 
!  “Make pop bigger if birth is big” 
!  “Make birth bigger if pop is big” 
!  Etc. 

!  SF makes computer code easy 
!  Popt=Popt-1+ Birthst-1-Deathst-1 
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!  Stock and flow elements 
!  Population is an example of a stock 
!  Births, deaths are examples of flows 

Methodology 

Vensim software 

Stock and flow diagram 

Type of variable Definition 

Box/level variable Quantities which can accumulate 

Rate Changes in quantity over time 

Auxiliary variable Constants or other parameters 

Connectors Illustrate dependencies between variables 
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